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Solar Powered Well Pump 
 

Overview 
PSU PENNTAP proposed that our team develop an off the grid, deep well water 
pump. The project was inspired by an actual farm in Dakar, Senegal that is 
looking to improve their irrigation process. The primary challenges within this 
project were the specific benchmarks applicable to the Dakar farm and achieving 
the power and flow specifications within the team’s budget.  
 
Objectives 
The team set 3 tiers of objectives: 

1. Construct a working prototype that pumps water. 
2. Pump half of the desired volume of water in the 4-5 hour solar day. 
3. Meet all of the pump head and flow requirements in the 4-5 hour solar day.  

 
Approach 
The team was given some specifications along with our problem statement; 20 cubic meters per day, 
26 meters of pump head, inexpensive, low maintenance, reliability and off the electrical grid. The team 
broke down each broad scope concept into subsections for component research. Once photovoltaic 
systems and steam engines were not viable options the team decided that a solar powered heat engine 
and a simple mechanical pump was the best concept. Next subsections of this design were broken 
down into multiple concepts for each major component. Solar collectors, engine cycles, and pump style 
concepts were scored using a Kepner-Tregoe decision matrix. The final conceptual design was Stirling 
engine powered by direct solar input from a Fresnel lens. A transmission system would then transfer 
the mechanical work to a piston pump deep inside the well. A CAD model was generated using solid 
works to graphically illustrate our concept design. In order to demonstrate our theory and achieve or 
first tier goal the team constructed a functional prototype model 
using a Hyporex Stirling engine, a Delavan 6900C roller style 
pump and a 8:1 gearing ratio chain and sprocket set. Due to 
low solar irradiance in the area, the team performed multiple 
test using a small propane torch as a heat input. These test 
successfully demonstrated our first tier goal. The prototype was 
only able to achieve a maximum flow rate of 0.8 gpm at low 
head heights and a maximum head output of 7.5 feet.  
 
Outcomes 
The final prototype demonstrates our theory and sets a clear 
achievement for phase 2 of the solar well pump project. It 
offers PENNTAP who sponsors the project, some basic 
research and development and a functional prototype that can 
be used to inspire Pennsylvania manufacturers to produce this 
concept and generate jobs within the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania.  

 

 


